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Introduction 

• Are urban locations pinned down by locational 
fundamentals or is there path dependence? 
– Suppose we “reset” urban network and follow as towns re-

emerge, comparing to similar network that was not reset 

• We assemble new dataset on urban locations 
in France and Britain over two millennia 
– Rome occupied and urbanized both about 2000 years ago 
– 450AD: towns ceased to function in Britain, but not in France 
– What happened when urbanization restarted? 

 



Main Findings 

• Persistence ≡ 
 

1. Persistence in France about 3 times higher than 
in Britain from Early Middle Ages until 1700 
– Consistent with 3rd Scenario (path dependence) 

2. Why did British towns move from Roman sites? 
– In part because medieval British urban network 

reconfigured around coasts and navigable rivers 
3. Why did French towns stay in Roman sites? 

– Possible role for 4th century Roman bishoprics 
 

P(Site with Roman town is used by later town)
P(Site without Roman town is used by later town)



Contributions 
• New dataset tracing urbanization in Britain and France 

from Roman Empire till the present day 
• Methodology for measuring urban locations’ persistence 
• Implications of our findings: 

– Empirically characterize (sufficiently) extreme conditions for 
resetting an urban network 

– Temporary institutions affect urban locations over 1000+ years 
– Urban network may reconfigure around locational fundamentals 

that became valuable 
• But this isn’t inevitable: towns may be stuck in obsolete locations 



Roman Empire around Trajan’s Death (117AD) 

Note: We use “Britain” in reference to the part of the island south of Hadrian’s 
Wall (which was constructed within about a decade of Trajan’s death) 



Historical overview: 
Early Urbanization in Britannia and Gaul 

• Rome conquered Gaul (France) mostly from 58-
50BC and Britannia (Britain) around 43-84AD 

• 1st-2nd centuries: administrative towns (colonia, 
municipia, civitas-capitals) develop and thrive 
with int’l trade. Roman army plays key roles 

• 3rd century: warfare and usurpations. Towns in 
Gaul shrink. Britain is more stable, town walls 
built, rural economy becomes more productive 
and more monetized 
 
 



Model of Londinium basilica, the largest north of the Alps 

 



How populous were Roman towns in 
Britain compared to France? 

• Wilson (2011) estimates lower bound for population in 
largest towns (with 5,000+ people) at empire’s peak: 
– Britain: 114k 
– France: 222k of which 69k in North (Lugdenensis & Belgica) 

• We use larger sample of Roman towns: 
– Britain: 74 towns. 38 had defenses≥5ha (mean(ln(area)=2.93)) 
– France: 167 towns. 57 had defenses≥5ha (mean(ln(area)=2.97)) 

• North France: 64 towns. 29 had defenses≥5ha (mean(ln(area)=2.79)) 
• Suggests Britain not so vastly different from France 

– Britain even more similar to Northern France in terms of 
geography, history and Roman era urbanization 



Change and Decline in Roman Britain 

• Early 4th century: larger British towns slowly 
depopulate, but `small’ towns & villas develop 

• Late 4th century: Roman Britain withstands 
incursions from north, usurpations and reprisals 
against elite. Major towns further contract 

• Around 410AD: Germanic tribes cross Rhine into 
Gaul. Rome is sacked. Roman legions leave Britain 

• By around 450 towns in Britain cease to function 



Faulkner (2000): rooms occupied in private 
buildings in 16 major Roman-British towns 

 

Peak around 
225-325AD 

Decline after 
325AD 

Non-functional 
by 450AD 

Towns grow 
50-225AD 



5th-6th centuries (“Dark Age Britain”) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• No clear consensus on the reasons for the difference: 
– We investigate role of bishops in sustaining French towns 

(Nicholas 1997), perhaps through demand for non-agriculture 
– Lower trade costs may have also helped sustain French towns 

 

Britain France 
Towns All (or almost all) fail 

before Saxons arrive 
Typically survive 
Franks’ arrival 

Political control Highly fragmented Merovingian Empire 
Church establishment Discontinued until 597 Persists 
Coin use Ceases Continues 
Trade in pottery Ceases Continues 



Description of post-Roman Britain 

• Ward-Perkins (2008, p. 361) “Post-Roman 
Britain, of the fifth and sixth century, retained 
almost nothing of the sophistications of 
Roman economic life and, although this is a 
fact that is initially hard to credit, even sank to 
an economic level well below that reached in 
the pre-Roman Iron Age.” 
 



Slow urban recovery 

• From 597 onwards Church returns to Britain 
with Gregorian Mission of St. Augustine 

• In subsequent centuries towns slowly re-
emerge in Britain and recover in France 

• To examine relation between location of 
Roman and Medieval towns we need data… 



Roman baseline towns ( ) 
 



Roman baseline towns ( ) 
and bishoprics 700-900 (  ) 



Roman baseline towns ( ) 
and mints 768-1066 (  ) 



Roman baseline towns ( ) 
 and towns with 1k+ pop 1086-1200 (  ) 



Why the persistence in Britain? 

1. In some places non-urban settlement survived 
2. Some Roman roads still used (many crossed in London) 
3. Some Roman walls used after interruption (e.g. London) 
4. Masonry sometimes reused (e.g. Verulamium-St. Albans)  

• Estimates for Britain: upper bound for locational 
fundamentals’ ability to pin down urban location 

• But what change in locational fundamentals’ 
value made Britain’s urban network reconfigure? 



In Roman Empire era land 
transportation was important 

• Roman Empire used  
    Mediterranean, rivers  
    and canals 
• But roads were especially  
    important for Roman army, which had key roles in 
    procuring taxes and demanding goods 
• Roman roads connected most Roman towns in 

both Britain and France 
 



In Middle Ages water transportation 
became more important 

• Early Middle Ages: coasts and rivers used for trade but 
also for Viking raids (Fleming 2010) 

• Blair (2007): waterways in Medieval England especially 
important from 950-1250 
– Discussing coin-loss zones from 950-1180, he writes: “water 

routes look more consistently important over long distances 
than Roman roads…” 

• River transport in England in Middle Ages was about 10 
times cheaper than roads (Jones 2000, Britnell 2004) 

• We examine whether growing importance of navigable 
access to coast explains part of Britain’s towns’ relocation  



Britain: Roman baseline towns 
and Coastal access ( , ) 

53% 47% 



Britain: Towns with 1k+ pop 1086-1200 
and Coastal access ( , ) 

76% 24% 



France: Roman baseline towns 
and Coastal access ( , ) 

53% 47% 



Interpretation 

• Coastal access partly replaced roads as primary 
transportation network in Britain in Middle Ages 

• This may (partly) explain why British towns 
reconfigured 

• In France Roman roads remained important 
• Suggestive evidence for possible lock-in of sites of 

inferior value in France 
• Still, why did some French towns remain on 

Roman sites? 
 



Potential role of bishoprics in persistence 
of location of Roman towns in France 

 
• Nicholas (1997, p. 23): “Although Roman 

urbanization… virtually ended in Britain… a 
stronger case for continuity can be made for 
some cities of interior Gaul, particularly those 
that housed bishoprics” 



Results for bishoprics 

• Once we control for 4th century bishoprics in 
France, Britain and France look much more 
similar in terms of locational persistence 

• This suggests that bishoprics were important 
in pinning down urban locations in France 



Conclusions 
• New dataset tracing urbanization in Britain and France 

from Roman Empire till the present day 
• Methodology for measuring urban locations’ persistence 
• Implications of our findings: 

– Empirically characterize (sufficiently) extreme conditions for 
resetting an urban network 

– Temporary institutions affect urban locations over 1000+ years 
– Urban network may reconfigure around locational fundamentals 

that became valuable 
• But this isn’t inevitable: towns may be stuck in obsolete locations 
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